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Introduction

This report from Halloran Software, In The Beginning, draws upon 1354 paragraphs which 
interpret the places of the planets at the time of your birth, describing your personal houses, sign 
placements, and planetary aspects.

These astrological delineations depict your potential and how to make the most of it, or the 
challenges you will continue to face and how to confront and benefit from them.  Though you 
may change through experience, your inherent characteristics will still motivate how you act and 
react to circumstances.  How you handle yourself is really a clue to your success, and it is up to 
you to make the "right" choices.

Here are the parts which make up your chart:

HOUSES:  Govern sections of your life, e.g., your money, your health, your partners, etc.  They 
are also meaningful as to where your early interests lie and if they are worth pursuing.

SIGNS:  Contribute feelings or vibrations to "color" planets, e.g., MERCURY rules GEMINI and 
VIRGO and emphasizes their qualities of thought, travel, health, and work.  JUPITER rules 
SAGITTARIUS and higher education, spiritual growth, and law.

ASPECTS:  Are angles combining the planets in the SIGNS/HOUSES that trigger the manner in 
which you will be influenced or can handle your qualities to advantage, e.g., MERCURY 
(thought) TRINE (in good aspect to) JUPITER (education and law) may indicate that you can 
succeed as a counselor in legal matters.

A "Strength" number precedes each ASPECT interpretation towards the end of the reading.  This 
number synthesizes how exact is the aspect, whether the aspect is major or minor, and whether 
an aspecting planet is close to one of the four chart angles.  The higher the Strength, the more you 
are likely to feel the aspect and to live it out in your life.

You are most likely to feel and act out the report's sign and house placement interpretations when 
the planets involved are strong in your chart.  This is true especially of the outer planets, Jupiter 
through Pluto.  AstrolDeluxe has a Planet Strengths graph that calculates the respective power 
and harmony of all the planets in your chart.
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Planets in Signs and Houses

 
Taurus Ascendant

(The Steadfast)

There is a look of substance about you.  Others admire your thick hair, which may be curly or 
wavy.  Though slow to anger, you may use force to defend yourself when aroused.  You are 
resolutely stubborn, and generous beyond your means, to the point of being foolish.  Others value 
your friendship and you are a welcome guest.  You would rather be a "boss" than an employee, 
but will always give your best to a job, because you don't know how to do anything "half-way."

 
Sun in Pisces

(Keynote: I BELIEVE)

You are intuitive, sympathetic, kind and romantic.  You can be insecure, changeable, deceitful 
and moody.  Your ambitions often prod you into an early success.  You dislike working in 
controlled environments and have an active imagination that can work for or against you.  You 
can create problems by being indecisive or unreliable.  Use logic over emotion when your 
overwhelming compassion for others indicates personal sacrifice.  You are blessed with spiritual 
insight, inviting you to live life fully and not on the fringes.  Your faith in "tomorrow" will help 
you to do so.
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Sun in the Eleventh House

(The People-pleaser)

You are everybody's friend, but not always a friend to everybody.  You often value friendship 
above love and may choose to keep your friends for a lifetime.  Quick to bond, you may be 
equally quick to separate from a relationship when it appears you have nothing in common.  You 
will doubtless find a place in a variety of social and service clubs, and hold more than one office.  
You adapt easily and fit into almost any group because you know how to get the most out of a 
situation, refuse to compromise your ideals, and maintain harmony by finding values to which all 
can relate.

 
Moon in Capricorn

(The Notorious)

You are usually cautious and realistically-discerning, but your ambition could place you in an 
unfavorable light if you are not entirely above-board in your dealings.  The same self-assurance 
and executive ability that can bring you the prominence you desire can also attract the envy of 
others who would destroy your chances of fame.  You appear to be austere, emotionless and 
calculating, and should develop lighter moods that allow your priceless sense of humor to emerge 
and make you seem more in sync with your peers.  To be a leader of people, you must first let 
them see that you are one of them.

Moon in the Ninth House

(The Wanderer)

You are old beyond your years, so may find school a bore.  When you exercise a talent for 
writing about foreign lands or ancient history, it is almost as if you had lived there in another 
time.  Your dreams seem more mind-recall than fantasy.  You may travel the globe in search of 
higher learning, but an inherent restlessness makes it difficult for you to stay very long in one 
place because you are forever eager to get on with your own evolvement.
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Mercury in Aquarius

(The Capricious)

You may have the inventive qualities of an Edison or an Einstein, but instead of being an 
"egghead" may end with "egg on your face."  You look towards tomorrow, but seldom at 
yesterday, where you might profit from experience.  You are often seen as "unfeeling" because 
you neglect loved ones in taking the freedom to be a friend to others.  Include those closest to 
you in your aspirations.  They admire your unusual gifts and offer the support you need for 
success.

Mercury in the Tenth House

(The Reporter)

You are almost certain to try for a career in journalism or another form of communication.  
Seldom at a loss for words, you can present yourself or others in a flattering light.  You may 
represent a celebrity or politician, or even become a public figure, yourself. Your restlessness and 
a need for constant change may be seen as "job-hopping," so a career permitting you 
independence and the flexibility you need will allow you to give your best to all concerned.

Venus in Pisces

(The Compassionate)

You often realize the needs of others before they ask your help and are on hand to volunteer your 
time, money and services for those less fortunate than yourself.  Emotions overrule your 
practicality in most cases and sentimental compassion may override personal relationships.  If 
you are "unlucky" in love, perhaps you should not sacrifice it on the altar of public charity, but 
also acknowledge the needs of those who care for you and deserve consideration.

Venus in the Eleventh House

(The Organizer)

You are at your best working with groups of people and enjoy seeing that things go smoothly in 
meetings or social functions.  As a committee head, you see both sides of every question so can 
arbitrate disagreements and keep peace in the ranks.  As a fund-raiser, you are without equal.  
However, you may spend as much or more than you take in because of your determination that 
when you are in charge, everything will be the best and everyone will have a good time.
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Mars in Scorpio

(The Excessive)

Many are attracted to your powerful magnetism, but may be frightened by the intensity with 
which you approach life in general and your desires in particular.  You are in touch with your 
emotions, and may be governed by them so need discipline to succeed.  You live on a grandiose 
scale.  Everything is magnified by ten-plus and receives the full force of your energy until you are 
satisfied with your achievements.  You are an unrelenting foe and the most magnanimous of 
friends.

Mars in the Seventh House

(The Boss)

You will always walk a fine line between being the strongest of partners, or an arrogant bully. 
You carry a chip on your shoulder and make few efforts to hide it, preferring open conflict to 
hidden resentments. You attract those who stimulate your lightning mind and back your 
decisions. Together you may accomplish more than you can alone, but will be productive only if 
you find a personal solution to an irresistible force meeting an immovable object.

Jupiter in Libra

(The Goddess)

Use your fairy gifts of beauty, charm, and grace wisely.  Your artistic talents may bring you a 
prominent place in the public eye.  Partners are all-important.  You extend yourself to assure that 
you are worthy of them.  You may fulfill your dearest wish that the world will be a happier place 
and its citizens find contentment because you have walked among them.

Jupiter in the Sixth House

(The Co-worker)

People willingly work with you.  You are a good worker, and make working conditions as 
pleasant as possible.  You enjoy working in comfortable surroundings, and your jobs are 
personally gratifying.  You may wish to socialize with your fellows, but too many lunches 
encourage a temptation to overindulge, with a result of unwanted pounds and inches.
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Saturn in Aries

(The Repressed)

You may fight against restrictions imposed upon you, but if you insist on doing things "your" 
way, you will find stumbling blocks in your path and doors that should open will close.  Patience 
and forbearance will enforce the discipline to climb to the heights you struggle to gain.  In later 
years, you will receive the rewards you desire now.  Your solid foundations will last long after 
you have passed the frustration it took to achieve your purpose.

Saturn in the Twelfth House

(The Shadow)

You may sense that "something" is following you--that things are left unfinished for you to 
complete.  It may be that you ARE responsible for some of your problems, but your attitude may 
account for much of your frustration.  Though you feel like isolating yourself, you are leaving a 
gap by doing so.  Fill it with a resolve to come out of yourself to view the world around you, as 
others see it.  It is indeed a beautiful place to live.

Uranus in Sagittarius

(The Diviner)

You are amazingly accurate in forecasting events or circumstances that come about.  You have a 
good grasp of logic, so are unlikely to exceed your gifts, but use them to research areas that may 
contribute to the future of mankind. You are unconventional in your beliefs, fearless in your 
concepts, and may adopt philosophy rather than religion as a guideline.  You should introduce 
prudence into your restless nature to create wisdom you may share with others.

Uranus in the Seventh House

(The Dancer)

You attract unusual partners.  Like a child at a masquerade ball, you frolic through relationships, 
sometimes ignoring commitments.  Circumstances in which you enter your associations will be 
in constant flux, requiring you to cope and mature.   You may feel helpless to do so.  Then, rely 
on past experiences to guide you.  Apply success patterns to present circumstances, or, if you 
have been unsuccessful in the past, try to correct your actions.
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Neptune in Gemini

(The Suspicious)

You are extremely impressionable, but may not trust your intuitive feelings and believe that 
others try to deceive you.  Use your active imagination in a positive manner.  Pay attention to 
dreams that seem to be precognitive.  "There is nothing to fear but fear itself."  With your ability 
to make friends and your gifts of communication, you should be able to "talk" your problems 
away and find the proper counsel to help you distinguish between fact and fantasy.

Neptune in the First House

(The Dreamer)

Your wonderful imagination can take you far in a career or work against you, personally.  
Idealistic by nature, you are easily led into situations that have little or no value, or you may 
guide others erroneously. You are self-effacing and often self-sacrificing since it is hard to turn 
away those who ask your help.  Unusual childhood experiences should convince you to take a 
second look at life before plunging headlong into spaces that even angels may avoid.

Pluto in Libra

(The Rational)

As peacemaker, it is second-nature to act as liaison in fostering partnerships that contribute to 
world-harmony.  Your high intellect and demand for justice may place you in public service 
where you can aid worthy causes by your involvement. Your love of truth may influence big 
business, where deceit will be overcome with honor.  On an individual level, all this may be 
accomplished by setting an example through the simple amenities you practice every day.

Pluto in the Sixth House

(The Alarmist)

By developing a practical fitness regime early, you may allay your fears that your health will 
undermine your plans for the future.  Resist impulses to follow fads that promise much and 
deliver little.  Also, avoid the tension of seeing yourself at your job in the extreme, as either 
threatened or indispensable.  Otherwise, you may work unnecessarily hard to prevent losing what 
you have gained.  Moderation in all things should insure you a long and productive life.
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Capricorn Midheaven

You should find a career that takes advantage of your organizational ability.  You work 
pragmatically and consistently, and pay attention to the little things that make a difference.  You 
are very responsible in your career, displaying a high sense of duty.  You are ambitious, but are 
willing to carry a large share of the load on your way to the top.  Furthermore, you are not just a 
maintainer of the status quo or a reactor to events, but see in a clear-eyed way what needs to be 
done and will initiate action on your own.

Your choice of career typically displays an acknowledgement of financial and material realities.  
It may not be flashy, but it is secure and worthwhile.  During your life, your patience may be 
tested by periods of loneliness, poor health, hard work, poverty, or problems with your marriage, 
children or aged dependents.  You may feel that your road has been a lonely one without much 
assistance.  If you give way to melancholy, you may become passive about your lot and 
suspiciously distrustful even of your friends.  Alternately, stress can cause you to become cynical 
and ruthless.  However, your greatest success will come in those areas where through long, hard 
work you complete tasks that others do not even attempt.

Occupations consistent with your material, ambitious style of work include executive, builder, 
real estate or agriculture worker, stockbroker, administrator, civil servant, computer scientist, 
academic, engineer, photographer, doctor, biologist, chemist, miner, metallurgist, or prolific 
author .  For the most personal career guide, also consider the nature of any planets which fall in 
the 10th house or conjoin the Midheaven, the sign and house placements of Saturn, ruler of the 
Midheaven, and any aspects which other planets make to the Midheaven.

North Node in Sagittarius

(The Fence Sitter)

You are afraid to make choices that may put you in the wrong.  Until you voice an opinion or 
convictions that are yours alone, you will not have earned the independence you desire.  
Experience teaches that conflict often results from indifference.  Restore others' confidence by 
repairing breaks in links of faith with the solder of concern and wisdom.

North Node in the Eighth House

(The Driver)

You may try to CONTROL rather than to guide or manage.  You take setbacks as much to heart 
as triumphs.  Your obsessive passions have another side to them.  Using unselfishness and 
tolerance instead of jealousy and greed can unravel the tangles of your life so that the yarn is 
again clean, straight and ready for a new and more delicate weaving.
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Chiron in Aries

Chiron is a minor planet that orbits in between Saturn and Uranus.  In the astrology 
chart, Chiron serves as a bridge between normal consciousness and higher 

consciousness.  Chiron can bring limitations, but it is also connected with finding ways 
to overcome limitations, to heal and to grow.  Chiron spends an average of four years in 
any one sign, so everyone born in the same years will have the same sign placement.  
Chiron's sign placement is most likely to influence your life if Chiron has many aspects 

or is near one of the four angles in your chart.

You may start life unsure of who you are, wondering about your identity, but you can be anything 
that you want to be.  You have a low-key but competitive personality that will carry you far.   
You recognize that, while you have to be natural, you also have to be different.  The result is that 
you have a distinct and precise style.  You have a trick of getting the maximum of attention with 
a minimum of fuss.  You are a hard worker, but you follow your own path and tend not to 
observe old-fashioned rules.  If your initial career efforts do not pay off, you will adapt and try 
something else.   A strong Chiron with favorable aspects makes it likely that you will be athletic 
and competitive.  With inharmonious aspects, you could be a reformer.  You could identify a 
career in your teen years, only to be blocked from immediately pursuing it.  A health-related 
matter could boost your career.  More than most people, you learn the possible ways that you can 
be from the different mentors and partners whom you attract.  You, in turn, are willing to help 
mentor and teach others.

Chiron in the Twelfth House

You are brilliant as a servant of the people.  Not only do you have a big, caring heart, but you are 
on the forefront of what is new.  This placement challenges you to be selfless.  You are most 
likely to grow through confronting painful limitations and problems.  This can include injuries, 
ill health, incarceration, and prejudice.  There is a danger of trying to escape through alcohol or 
drugs.  If you encounter the suffering of people less fortunate than you, your reaction to their 
plight could be to volunteer your services.
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Planets in Aspect

Venus parallel Saturn  (Strength:  6.99)

This aspect makes you serious and responsible.  You see a bigger world picture.  You can be 
more mature than are the other members of your family.  You could marry an ambitious woman.  
You will probably be an attentive father.  You can gradually develop a heightened political 
instinct.  You can be dedicated to doing what is ethically right.  You tend to be well-prepared and 
self-assured.  It can be hard to know you because you maintain a cautious poker face.  You might 
have many talents, including for healing, music, science, politics, writing, or as an athlete or 
pilot.

Moon square Pluto  (Strength:  6.51)

This aspect makes you the sentimental and nurturing type, one who cares about people.  You 
could belong to a family that shares your intellectual interests.  As part of your job you could 
nurture a family of like-minded professionals.  Many coaches, law enforcement agents, and pilots 
have this aspect.  Your life tends to involve much change.  You could change jobs and 
relationships with regularity.  You could have an open marriage.  You could express your strong 
feelings through painting, dancing, or acting.  This aspect can expose you to emotional trauma, 
either in your family or as a victim of crime.  If you own animals, this aspect should make you 
sensitive to their needs.  You could be a good doctor, businessman, fighter, athlete, writer, 
lawyer, or therapist.

Neptune square BlackMoon  (Strength:  6.37)

This aspect gives you mental sharpness.  You are both quick and retentive.  This mental 
sharpness combined with manual dexterity can make you a consistent and talented musician, 
scientist, or therapist.  Many dancers and music composers have this aspect.  This is an aspect of 
discipline and intelligence, but it can also correlate with drug abuse.  Everyone has problems in 
life so don't dwell on them.  You can be a fearless risk-taker.  Many adventurous explorers and 
entrepreneurs have this aspect.  You are growth oriented and continually challenge yourself -- 
exploring new fields and reinventing what you do.  You put your all into everything that you do.  
You work hard and you play hard.  Communication and people skills are reflected in the frequent 
occurrence of public speakers, marketing, psychology, and radio/television reporters with this 
aspect.  War correspondent Ernie Pyle who wrote from a human interest point of view had this 
aspect exact.  Men with this aspect tend not to have long marriages or many children.  This is an 
aspect of mixed blessings.  The blessings that it gives in the world can be offset by 
disappointments.  It is not about being content and satisfied.  Socially, you tend to be outgoing 
and charming, but you are not necessarily a saint, as many criminals have had this aspect.
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Midheaven square Chiron  (Strength:  6.35)

You are not going to go down without a fight.  This aspect develops your character.  You are a 
fighter.  This aspect puts you in the public arena where you are determined to put up a good fight 
and do your best.

Mars contraparallel Ascendant  (Strength:  5.17)

This aspect tends to make you outgoing.  It gives you a high energy level.  You like to work and 
can do so tirelessly.  You can be shrewd and forceful.  You could also be a sharp dresser.  You 
are one of the boys and might use crude language.  You can take things personally and get into 
disputes.  You tend to be easy-going except when it comes to money.  Popular vocations include 
psychologist, therapist, painter, pilot, and musician.

Moon trine BlackMoon  (Strength:  4.40)

You could be devoted to public service.  You tend to be a regular guy to whom others can easily 
relate.  You are very aware of your surroundings, with your social antennae constantly picking up 
information.  You might write about your experiences in an off-beat, humorous, or highly 
original way.  You could point out the contradictions and absurdities of life.  You do not see the 
barriers that others see or invent in their minds.  The rigidities of the so-called rational world do 
not constrain you.  This aspect gives you insight into the irrational.  You know yourself to be 
such a good guy that you often feel like rewarding yourself, such as with delicious desserts and 
female company.

Mars semi-square Jupiter  (Strength:  4.18)

You are a person who actively pushes forward and gets things done in the present, in the here and 
now.  You do not live in the past.  You need to find constructive outlets for your energy and 
aggression.  When young, you could be an overweight bully or you could succeed as an athlete.  
There can be tension with your parents on account of how your mother and father would 
circumscribe your energies.  Rebellion may be part of maturing, but rebellion is an essentially 
negative act that will not take you as far as going after positive goals.  When faced with 
challenges, you can rise to meet them.  You can mature into a hard working man of ideas.  You 
dislike stagnation and boredom.  You want to be growing all of the time.  You can stand up for a 
point of view.
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Mercury trine Jupiter  (Strength:  3.95)

(The Assertive)

You have big plans which you like to discuss with others.  You exchange ideas and receive the 
support of your friends. Once clear in your goals, you'll have no trouble convincing others that 
you know what you're talking about and should be given a chance to prove yourself.  You are an 
excellent salesperson or counselor. In either case, you have the attention of others who respect 
your opinion and enjoy from you a positive output which contributes to your success.

Neptune sesquiquadrate Midheaven  (Strength:  3.84)

This aspect makes for politicians, lawyers, public speakers, writers, and fighters.  George 
Washington had this aspect.  You could come from an advantaged background and be 
disciplined, intelligent, and a perfectionist.  You are probably a creative nonconformist.  As an 
athlete, you can devise your own idiosyncratic winning techniques.  You could do the same in 
music, art, and other fields.  Many engineers and designers have this aspect.  You could work in 
the medical field and learn unconventional techniques for healing.  You tend to be a perceptive 
sponge that retains a diverse set of experiences, skills, and knowledge.  You could hold a variety 
of jobs before you settle into a career.  As a performer, you could build great rapport with your 
audience.  Award-winning actors often have this aspect.  You tend to substitute trust in yourself 
and other human beings for dictatorial rules and rigid scripts.  You can explore the psychological 
motivations behind people's behavior.  The aspect is found in very few dancers or slender people, 
so you are not the high-energy type, although you rarely get depressed.  You probably love 
animals.  The high rate of dementia for this aspect may relate to a longer than normal life 
expectancy.

Sun sesquiquadrate Pluto  (Strength:  3.76)

It is common with this aspect to come from a large family, to have some shocking or traumatic 
event occur, and to experience psychic abilities.  With this aspect you can apply great technical 
force and power to your work.  You can execute quickly and precisely. The challenge is finding 
constructive outlets for the energy of this aspect.  Many mathematicians, physicists, lawyers, and 
law enforcement agents were born with it.   A lot can depend upon the friends with whom you 
hang out and the kinds of activities that they suggest.  You need to find friends who are not 
losers, who are not into getting wasted at parties.  If you think about it, there are positive, 
constructive things that you love to do.  If there is something that has piqued your curiosity, then 
take an afternoon to investigate it.  Do you need to sign up for classes or can you plunge right in?  
One of the keys to your getting so much done so quickly is that you tend to have a system that 
you follow.  That is how your mind works.  You are capable of identifying an audacious goal and 
then planning a campaign to achieve it.  You could have a range of activities going on 
simultaneously.  With this aspect, you should experience a fascinating life with many changes.
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Saturn semi-square Ascendant  (Strength:  3.54)

With this aspect, carrying on a family tradition could be an important part of your life.  You 
could be the focus or agent of family hopes.  As a child, you could have been the eldest or an 
only child who interacted mainly with adults.  You could already have a career at an early age.  
You have broad shoulders and can assume responsibilities that are greater than just your own 
personal interests.

Midheaven sesquiquadrate BlackMoon  (Strength:  3.53)

You could do well with a career in the arts. such as fashion design, music, or acting.  You can 
have an optimistic, avant-garde style.  You can reinvent the classics.  You are good at 
popularizing.  You tend to be charming, unassuming, and quiet.  You can meet and befriend 
other talented people.  Your life will probably have its ups and downs, but you are not the type to 
feel sorry for yourself.  You have a strong desire to win and to be socially established.  To you 
money is not a goal in itself but a means to freedom.  You can be an outspoken advocate for 
humanitarian causes.

Pluto inconjunct Ascendant  (Strength:  3.53)

This aspect makes you an intelligent and self-directed person.  A person does not just fall into 
what are the top statistical careers for this aspect - pilot, musician, psychic, engineer, writer, 
psychologist, law enforcement agent, and physicist - one must actively pursue these interests.  
The statistical categories that are least likely to characterize your life are dementia, singer, 
lawyer, and priest.  The contrast between the high number of musicians and the low number of 
singers indicates that you prefer technical challenges.  As long as you do not think that you are 
invulnerable and can flirt with dark forces, this aspect makes it likely that you will live a long 
life.  Pluto understands math and the principles of economics - it is good at streamlining down to 
the essentials and eliminating the outmoded or unproductive.  In your career, you do not like 
wasting time.  You try to stick to the point and avoid the extraneous and unnecessary.  That does 
not mean, however, that you do not have hobbies, such as painting and dancing, or a sense of 
humor outside of work.  You need human activities that will help you to combat a tendency to 
depression.

Neptune semi-square Chiron  (Strength:  3.51)

This aspect increases how loving and spiritual you are.  A woman described Nathaniel 
Hawthorne with this aspect as "a man who combined delicate tenderness to understand the heart 
of a woman, with quiet depths and manliness enough to satisfy her."  People consider you a 
source of fun and joy.  You are very clever and have many interests.  You can get under the skin 
of how things work.  You can materialize your ideas into objects.  You will not put up with 
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boredom or predictability for long.  You tend to rebel when you are told to do something.  
Freedom of speech is important to you.  Depending on the chart as a whole, you could also be 
troubled, eccentric, and ethereal.  You could have to fight a chronic health problem.  When this 
Chiron aspect is close, it is possible that a limitation or an injury could change the direction of 
your life.  Possible interests include music, poetry, painting, photography, health care, drugs, 
hypnotherapy, and reincarnation.  Frequent vocations include architect, doctor, writer, physicist, 
lawyer, mathematician, priest, astrologer, artist, scientist, poet, and critic.  The aspect tends to 
make you enthusiastic, wealthy, a perfectionist, slender, a pioneer, an activist, disciplined, 
creative, honest, and steadfast.  There is some history of depression and suicide, but the rates of 
dementia and cancer are low.

Neptune trine Pluto  (Strength:  2.97)

This aspect was last seen in the 1700s.  It will come into orb again in the year 2082.  The aspect 
is closest in the chart of Samuel Johnson (author, poet, and English lexicographer).  Johnson's 
attempt to organize a school failed, but his more creative work succeeded.  Johnson's poem The 
Vanity of Human Wishes focuses on overarching philosophical concepts.  His extraordinary 
memory allowed him to compose the entire 368-line poem in his head, before committing just 
the first half of each line to paper.  Johnson's poem and life affirm what we know about the 
planet Neptune, which is that Neptune is not about worldly success.  Johnson displays a feeling 
of empathy in his poems.  Johnson asserted that the mind is an activity, one that will turn to 
destructiveness of the self or of others unless it is directed to labor.  Statistically, this aspect is 
found in the charts of religious leaders, mathematicians, artists, doctors, and writers.

Ascendant trine BlackMoon  (Strength:  2.92)

You can project a confident and headstrong or cocky image.  There is a danger of alcoholism 
with this aspect.  However, you can also be a genuinely nice and popular person who helps 
others.  Your active career will go through many changes; it will have its ups and downs.  Golf 
seems to be a popular hobby.  A movie about an amazing runner with this aspect who died in a 
car crash after losing control was entitled "Without Limits," and that is a good summary of this 
aspect.  Well-earned confidence is a good thing, but overconfidence can be very dangerous.  
Look up the meaning of hubris.

Chiron sesquiquadrate BlackMoon  (Strength:  2.88)

This aspect makes you sensitive to other people.  You can be diplomatic and poised under 
pressure.  You have a high level point of view.  Fairness and compromise are very important to 
you.  You seek to create a level playing field.  You seek to protect the helpless.  You could be 
attracted to a woman from a different international origin.  You can learn a foreign language.  
Exotic or out-of-the-way places can appeal to you.  Difficult or esoteric subjects can be attractive 
challenges.  You can take an interest in the welfare of people.  You can successfully entertain 
people and bring them joy.  It may take a while for you to come into your own.  You might 
experience a realization as to your true vocation.  You will try to live your life to the fullest.
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Venus conjunct Saturn  (Strength:  2.72)

(The Devoted)

Others may not understand your serious views, but your reserved attitude indicates a desire for a 
loyalty as unflagging as your own.  You will be careful about declaring your feelings until you 
are reasonably sure of your ground and are satisfied that you can justify or cement differences 
between you.  If you decide that a relationship will not survive the test of time, you will opt to 
dissolve it without regret, feeling there is nothing substantial to pursue.

Jupiter sextile Uranus  (Strength:  2.56)

(The Timely)

You are usually on the scene when opportunities are presented and prepared to take advantage.  It 
is almost as though you expect the unexpected, rather than receiving the "lucky breaks" that 
others envy.  You complement being "on your toes" with willingness to learn something new and 
"different" when the occasion arises.  Your intuition may cue you to act on possibilities which 
allow you to grow and expand at your own pace with the confidence to succeed.

Venus square North Node  (Strength:  2.26)

You could be a combination of tough and vulnerable.  You can appeal to people's emotions.  
Sexuality could play an ambivalent role in your life.  If you fool around with addictive drugs, you 
will pay a price.  You can grow to become a charming social host.
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Balance of Elements and Modalities

Abundant Air

You seem to live for mental exploration.  Discovering and communicating the connections 
between ideas, people, and places is your function in life.  Your active mind is good at 
identifying new frontiers whose basics you quickly master, so that you end up knowing 
something about almost everything.  You have a dispassionate nature that cooly considers the 
pros and cons of a situation, able to place logic above personal emotion.  From your mental 
viewpoint, emotions look irrational.  You make a good negotiator, sales person, communicator, 
arbitrator, analyst, and information processor.  Ideas flow quickly for you.  While impersonal and 
dispassionate, you nonetheless thrive on communication and social interaction.  At your best, you 
strive to understand and accept people, not to change them.  Courageously, you adhere to 
principles.  You appreciate culture, structure, and systems.

Your greatest strength is also your weakness, namely too much coolness from placing head above 
heart.  Leaders must be able to follow their hearts without being indecisive or equivocating.  And 
you ignore your real connection to others if you use your mental gifts to coldly manipulate them.  
Try to avoid isolation by functioning as part of a team in which your logic, analysis, and 
communication skills are put to good use.  Work with others who may be more practical, 
sensitive, or passionate than are you. Don't keep your good ideas inside, but write them down and 
communicate them to others.

Lack of Fire

You are willing to let flashier individuals take center-stage and lead the way.  You are probably 
unenthusiastic about change and are passive when it comes to creating change through 
leadership.  You may be aggressive in a defensive way, but lack the self-confidence to take the 
offensive.  Lacking the impulsiveness of Fire, you are more likely to be a careful worker and a 
reliable mate, though you could stand to be less detached and more personally involved with your 
spouse and family.

A lack of planets in Fire signs can be offset by a Fire sign ascendant or by abundant planets in the 
houses of Life.

Abundant Relationships

With abundant planets in these houses, relationships and communications with others are likely 
to be central to your life.  You can help others by exchanging ideas and making connections 
between people.  You will probably maintain active contact with a wide circle of relatives, 
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friends and acquaintances.  You keep abreast of new information via various media and your 
friends.

Lack of Endings

You live on the surface of things, afraid to look within at what you really feel and want.  Perhaps 
your position is too precarious or the obligations too great to allow yourself this luxury.  You feel 
forced to maintain your personal status quo.  You come across to others as unfeeling.  Because 
personal feelings do not distract you, you might make a good scientist, though be aware that the 
greatest scientists let intuitive feelings be their guide.

A lack of planets in the houses of Endings can be offset by abundant planets in Water signs.

Abundant Cardinal

With an abundance of planets in the Cardinal signs, you find it easy to function on your own as 
an autonomous individual.  You have a pretty good grasp of how the real world works, which 
you may have acquired through your willingness to try new things.  An active person, you find 
challenges stimulating.  Success comes through big ventures that others are too intimidated to 
attempt.  You would make a good entrepreneur, but look for other indications in your chart to see 
if you have the qualities needed to stay with a project or grow a business.  You're not really a 
team player.  You are likely to encounter some problems in your life as a result of being so one-
sidedly focused on your own goals and activities.  But you are good at overcoming problems.  
Personal survival is important to you and you are capable of learning.  You manifest your love 
through a lack of fear that makes the future happen.

Abundant Cadent

An abundance of planets in the cadent houses helps to make you versatile and adaptable.  You 
are flexible in your plans, adapting easily to changes or to the people whom you meet.  You may 
travel a lot or move frequently.  You are a good listener and communicator.  You will use your 
mind a lot or frequently spend time alone during your life.
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